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Introduction
The detrimental effects of the pandemic have shown that rather than 
being a luxury, going digital is now a necessity for businesses to survive 
and thrive. Hence, Malaysia's own virtual solutions company,
Virtualtech Frontier conceptualized DATA Asia to empower attendees, 
mainly SME players, with the technological tools and essentials to
improve their businesses. 

DATA Asia was a one-week event which combined exhibitions, keynote 
speeches, forums and webinars, and activities like lucky draws and 
treasure hunts. The exhibitions featured digital solutions providers such
as Visa, Easystore, EasyParcel, Exabytes and more.  

With everything conducted entirely in the virtual space and an
interactive RPG-like user experience, it was an ambitious project
designed to break the boundaries of how we view online exhibitions
and conferences.



Replicating the engagement and participation of a physical event has 
always been a concern for virtual event organizers, especially when
many still don’t believe in the effectiveness of virtual engagement.

Using the right features and activities are key to garnering successful 
attendee participation in virtual events. Here, we offer a further insight 
into how DATA Asia combined various virtual features with gamification
to encourage engagement from attendees and to create attention-
grabbing experiences among users.

Heightening Engagement
with Virtual Features



Interactive Halls and Booths

DATA Asia was conducted in a 2.5D virtual environment with interactive 
halls and booths. In this RPG-like virtual environment, visitors were able to 
freely explore the different exhibition halls and booths with a realistic and 
fun experience. Visitors could explore the virtual space easily with simple 
point and click mechanics, making it user friendly especially for those with
limited virtual experience.

Among the special touches included were that each visitor had a
customizable avatar, and their name and company were displayed 
throughout the event to facilitate networking and multiplayer experiences. 
Visitors were able to view and interact socially with other visitors in the
virtual space, mimicking a social environment that is typically associated 
with physical events. There were also personal virtual namecards, which
visitors can drop at booths to exchange business information and
to provide exhibitors with leads.



Each virtual booth included visual prompts to indicate which booth
elements were interactable, such as posters, videos, NPC dialogue, and 
more. This added to the explorative nature of the virtual experience that
visitors could freely explore throughout the expo.

Visitors accessed their personal terminal which guided them
through booths, daily schedule and missions to win prizes.



Fun activities were conducted through the event for visitors to participate in 
while browsing through exhibitions. Lucky Draws were carried out through 
various “missions” completed by visitors, as well as a peak-day virtual
treasure hunt.

The missions, lucky draws and treasure hunt were used to encourage
visitors to explore the virtual environment and engage with event features, 
with missions such as browse booths, watch keynote speeches and more. 
The various lucky draw and treasure hunt prizes served as motivators to 
attract visitors to log onto the virtual space more frequently and at specific
times to increase their chances of winning their preferred prizes. 

The missions also mirrored the visitors’ level of interaction with the virtual en-
vironment as the more they do in the virtual expo, the more missions they 
tend to complete, which acts as a progress indicator. This in turn
encourages visitors to do more to gain more missions marked as
“completed”, resulting in higher visitor engagement. 



Overall Event Analytics

The event attracted visitors from various countries across Asia, with the
largest percentage (66%) from Malaysia, followed by Indonesia and
Philippines at 10% each. Attendees from the service industry constituted the 
largest proportion with 52%, and 11% were from the retail industry.
Furthermore, the event also gathered attendees from other sectors such as
Education, IT and Digital, Healthcare and Finance.

In summary, the event garnered over 35,000 visitor traffic with 1.5 million 
impressions generated over the 7 days. Over 28,000 engagements were 
recorded in the DATA Asia virtual environment, which encompassed booth
clicks, video views, downloads etc.

Based on the insights shared by 1,256 SME owners who attended the 
event, the top three areas of interest for SMEs in Malaysia are online
marketing (25%), e-commerce (18%) and iOT (12%).  Diving deeper into 
the respective business sectors these SME owners represented, it was 
revealed that the services sector has the biggest need for digital marketing 
resources (26%). This was followed by retail (23%) and manufacturing
(23%).



Event Engagement Insights

Conference Views

Keynote speeches were conducted via livestream, with a multitude of
digitalization topics such as digitalization tips for SMEs, Digital Marketing,
E-commerce and Fintech.

Conference views showed great response, with over 27,000 conference 
views recorded. Peak livestream views ranged from 471 to 607 views, with
the peak number of impressions reached at 15,151 views.

Participants showed very keen interest on topics such as Innovate Your
Business with Cloud Technology and Building Credibility of SME
Businesses via B2B eCommerce Marketplace. This shows that businesses 
beyond the retail sector are searching for the right solutions to digitalize
their sales channel.



Booth Engagement

Exhibitors were offered three booth sizes, which were Mega, Giga and 
Tera with varying sizes and marketing materials permitted.  Visitor
engagement was compared across the three booth sizes, which were 
measured based on number of visits, clicks, views on posters and videos,
and virtual name card drops.

Average engagement in the Mega size booth was 134.41 engagements. 
Giga booth measured a 64% increase in engagement compared to Mega 
booths, with 220.80 engagements on average. Whereas for Tera booth,  
engagement effectiveness showed a massive leap of 249%, with 469.42
engagements recorded.

Various features were utilized by exhibitors to increase visitor
engagement. Besides the larger booth size, exhibitors also gained results 
by participating in the “complete missions” section to draw people to their 
booths through lucky draw incentives, and through promoting their booth
at DATA Asia’s virtual ad space.



In a Nutshell
Results from DATA Asia have shown that virtual exhibitions are able to 
increase user engagement through a multitude of gamified activities. By 
incorporating more innovative virtual features, virtual solutions can spark 
growth in the events industry and generate larger engagement, traffic and
networking by utilizing the vast online space.

As such, VTF will continue to be the nucleus in providing virtualisation
platforms that will spark growth of digitalization for businesses and the
events industry in Malaysia.

If you’re looking for virtual events or hybrid events solutions, Virtualtech Frontier is here to help!

The next time you’re planning an event, hit us up to find out how our solutions can help you create a brand
new experience.

Contact us at:
: govirtual@virtualtechfrontier.com

: 016-8123831 (Jason Low, Virtualization Director) 

: Virtualtech Frontier 

Organizing Committee

: Virtualtech Frontier 

Visit us at : virtualtechfrontier.com


